Managementors’ engagement with
Leading UK Decomissioning Site
Initially Managementors were engaged by the contractor - a leading construction and regeneration group - to undertake an
analysis of two of their challenging construction projects. A team of analysts spent two weeks on site and through a mixture of
observation, data analysis and structured interviews, a series of findings were pulled together and presented back to both the
contractor and their client – the leading UK decommissioning site. These findings subsequently formed the basis of a second
phase engagement to overcome the challenges identified.
The ensuing engagement focused on enabling far greater collaboration between both companies at all levels of the operation.
This has been achieved through the following actions:

+
Enhanced
meeting structure
and discipline

+
Clearly
articulated roles,
responsibilities &
accountabilities

- Identified and streamlined the number of meetings and their attendees.
- Transitioned meetings from just moaning/talking into action and objective focused sessions which 		
decided what needed doing by whom and by when.
- Joint meetings at daily, weekly and monthly level. Previously each party independently reviewed their
own performance and forward programme, but this evolved into joint reviews toenhance communication,
reduce myths and assumptions.

- Enhanced understanding of what key individuals at all levels are accountable for. In particular people’s
understanding and interpretation needed clarification, not only of their role, but also of their peers and
counterparts.
- Identified and enhanced the interfaces between parties. Establishing at each level who faces off against
whom and critically, how to work with that counterpart to jointly create solutions to problems. This was
pivotal in tackling the culture of hiding bad news and blaming others.

+
Spending significant time with managers has been a key part of the engagement. Managers often
understand the theory of what they need to do, but struggle to know how to do it effectively.
Key examples include managing risk, root cause issue resolution, having conversations about
performance, approaching difficult conversations and problem solving.

1-2-1 Coaching of
managers at all
levels of the operation

+
Tightened project
controls to make
decisions based
on fact

Previously performance and programme update sessions were filled with ‘I think this has happened’,
or ‘that should have happened by now’ which were clear indicators of managers not being in complete
control of day to day operations. Additionally, it led to inaccurate assumptions in programme updates,
forecasts and performance reviews. During our engagement performance dashboards were enhanced
with key input from stakeholders on all sides and a revised focus on daily productivity introduced into the
operation.

+
Enhanced planning &
understanding of
associated processes

- Significant time was spent with both parties focusing on ‘planning within the given constraints’.
The decommissioning centre is a very exacting client, meaning dynamic planning approaches were
required even for perceived simple tasks. Where appropriate, jointly agreed processes were defined for
areas like work pack creation to reduce delays and re-work.
- Additionally, the concept of contingency planning was coached in, as things can often change at the
last minute due to the nature of the site, thinking about contingency was essential to prevent a total loss
of productivity for the delivery teams on site.

There is much closer collaboration and I’m
really pleased with the new project discipline.”

“I was a little sceptical at first, but
Managementors ability to remain objective,
cut through the politics and work hand in
glove with the teams to deliver the outcomes
has really impressed me.”

Client Project Director

Contractor Project Director

“Managementors have made a real difference to
how the teams interact and work together.

